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Summer 2018

In this edition

RET update
We’re pleased to share the seventh Edition of our quarterly
newsletter, it’s amazing how quickly time flies when you’re
busy! We couldn’t bring this to you without the support of our
regular contributors so a big thank you to those and also don’t
forget that if you have any good news stories linked to your
projects’ delivery then please get in touch.
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This last quarter saw the inaugural meeting of our regional
SME Competiveness network which brought together the
ERDF supported suite of projects with local economic delivery
teams from across the region. It was a fantastic opportunity to
explore links, challenges and opportunities for closer working
across the Cardiff Capital Region and following positive
feedback we’ll be facilitating a programme of future events.
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We also brought together the ESF projects delivering across
the region for a number of events, firstly an informal workshop
to explore preparations for GDPR that was then followed up by
a presentation from the Information Commissioner’s Office at
one of our regular information days in May. The day was also
supported by colleagues from the Cardiff Capital Region City
Deal, Valleys Taskforce, WEFO and Welsh Government’s
Employability team.
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March also saw the delivery of an event, on which we
collaborated with WCVA and their 3SET, to bring together pan
Wales and regional employability projects with WCVA’s Active
Inclusion Fund projects to support closer working and help to
build positive working relationships. Feedback has been
positive and we’ll look to repeat this event later in the year.
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My Europe photo
competition

More information can be found here.

Are you inspired by an EU funded project in
Wales? Use your photography skills and
enter the #EUinmyRegion photo contest.
The 30 winning photos will be compiled into
an exhibition travelling around Europe. We
had a Welsh winner last year! The deadline
for submissions is 31st August.
…back to top

North West Europe funding
opportunities
The North West Europe Interreg programme
(NWE) is looking for transnational
cooperation initiatives that can deliver
concrete results for the North-West Europe
area.
In particular they are looking for project
ideas under the themes of:
 innovation (including social innovation);
 low carbon (including strategies,
technologies, and solutions); and
 resource and materials efficiency
(including re-use and recycle).
NWE transnational projects can benefit of
up to 60% EU funding (ERDF).
Do you have an idea that can contribute to
make one of the programme objectives a
reality? You can find a quick overview of the
programme in the NWE leaflet.
Need inspiration? Here you can find the
projects that have been funded so far.
For further information and support, please
contact Filippo Compagni, UK contact point
for NWE, to help develop your project idea,

find partners in other countries, and get
feedback on your draft application:
filippo.compagni@communities.gsi.gov.uk 07825904712
For full information on the opportunity
please see the NWE site. The deadline for
submissions is 22 November 2018.

NWE renewable energy
The NWE Programme has launched a
targeted call to support renewable
energy projects in North-West Europe. The
Programme is particularly looking for
projects that deal with demonstration,
implementation and roll-out, and
contribute to one of the Specific Objectives
of Priority 2: Low carbon. All projects need
to secure match-funding prior to approval.
The maximum ERDF grant rate for partners
is 60% of the total project budget with the
partnership providing the remainder. The
deadline is noon 31 July 2018.

…back to top
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Horizon 2020 in Wales annual event
The Horizon 2020 Unit hosted its highly
successful Annual Event on 15 March 2018
with the emphasis “Horizon 2020 and FP9 –
Forging partnerships, driving success”

important the Horizon 2020 programme is
and also the excellence Wales has to
offer. These messages are further
strengthened through the written business
and higher education Horizon 2020 case
studies.

The event took place at the Mercure Holland
House hotel and attracted over 170
delegates from industry, academia, local
authorities and funding bodies.
The event built on the publication of the
Horizon 2020 in Wales Annual Report and
the Welsh Government’s position paper on
Framework Programme 9, with the aim to
bring together partners, leaders and experts
in their field under one roof to discuss the
issues facing Wales and to discuss possible
strategies for Wales as an outward facing
country to engage further with future funding
initiatives. Speeches from Professor

The afternoon was equally as successful and
delivered a workshop focusing on Innovation
Funding for SMEs and a second on Networks
for Opportunities – Vanguard Initiative. The
presentations can all be downloaded here:
 Innovation Funding for SMEs
 Networks for Opportunities Vanguard
Initiative
Horizon Europe – 2020s successor

Halligan, Chief Scientific Adviser and Patrick
Child, Deputy Director-General, DG
Research and Innovation at the European
Commission reinforced how Wales can
position itself for the future based on its
performance and research and innovation
excellence. The lively expert panel session
provided the platform for debate on lessons
learnt and the future ambitions for Wales.
A short video showcasing Welsh successes
in Horizon 2020 highlighted just how

On 7th June the European Commission (EC)
published its plans for the successor to
Horizon 2020 – Horizon Europe – which will
be launched in January 2019. For more
information on the plans visit the ECs
website.
…back to top
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said: “Securing this EU funding ensures the
continuation of a fantastic vehicle for
Swansea University to share its knowledge
and experience to support Welsh
businesses.”

Through the provision of three day, 10 credit
courses at level 4 and above, the Materials
and Manufacturing Education Training and
Learning (METaL) scheme, led by Swansea
University’s College of Engineering, is
helping to raise skills, boost performance
and productivity to drive a growing industrial
sector in Wales.
On 27th April, Finance Secretary, Mark
Drakeford announced that METaL will
receive an extra £1.4m EU funds to help
more employees in the Advanced Materials
& Manufacturing sector gain skills to drive a
globally competitive Welsh economy.
The additional funding will enable the
project to help more than 400 individuals
gain technical skills in new and emerging
sectors, such as energy and power, smart
manufacturing, and circular economy, as
well as continuing to support existing
sectors. By the completion of the scheme in
2022, METaL will have worked with an extra
60 companies across Wales.
Professor Drakeford said: “The Welsh
Government is committed to ensuring the
Welsh workforce is equipped with the skills
needed to drive growth and productivity.
This is another example of the importance
of replacement funding for Wales following
Brexit so that future investments can
continue to support our ambitions for a
sustainable and prosperous Welsh
economy.”
METaL Project Manager Dr Khalil Khan,

“The project would like to thank WEFO for
its invaluable support and guidance in
helping to secure this important funding."
One of the companies already benefitting
from the METaL scheme is TATA Steel in
Port Talbot. Andrew Townsend, a Fire and
Environment Manager at the site talks about
his experience of the scheme: “The METaL
courses have helped colleagues gain a
better understanding of technical aspects
associated with their operations. In
particular, the environmental issues course
has helped people understand
environmental legislation and global, local,
and market-sector based environmental
issues.”

“The benefit for our employees is that they
now have a better understanding of the
environmental aspects of our business. For
the company it is an advantage to have a
workforce which is more environmentally
aware which helps improve Tata Steel’s
environmental performance.”
For more information on the project:
www.project-metal.co.uk
info@project-metal.co.uk
@METaL_Project
Metal Project
…back to top
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SPECIFIC are award
winners

The Active Classroom, built as part of the
SPECIFIC project, has won the prestigious
RICS “Design through Innovation” award at
the Welsh RICS Awards (Royal Institute of
Chartered Surveyors) ceremony on 23rd May
in Cardiff. The ERDF funded project saw off
competition from fellow finalists Leonard
Charles House, Swansea and The Rooftops
at The George Hotel, Llandudno.
SPECIFIC Innovation and Knowledge Centre
are developing a new concept for buildings of
the future; buildings that generate, store and
release their own energy. The Active
Classroom was built to demonstrate the

latest renewable energy technologies being
developed at SPECIFIC and by collaborative
companies to showcase the potential of the
Buildings as Power Stations vision. It will be
used to further research; evaluate different
technologies and materials; and to help
SPECIFIC engage with innovative companies
within the construction industry, who are
interested in improving the future building
stock.
As Welsh winners of their category, the
project will now go forward to the national
Grand Final to be held in London on 2nd
November 2019.

SPECIFIC is led and managed by Swansea
University, with strategic partners including
TATA Steel, NSG, Akzo Nobel and Cardiff
University. For more information on the
project including contact details please visit
the SE RET website.
…back to top

Regional performance data
We are pleased to be able to bring you some headline figures for the performance of the ESI
funded operations within the SE Region. The data is available in more detail on the WEFO
website where further reports will be published in due course.
Fund

Indicator

ERDF

Enterprises assisted
Enterprises created
Jobs created
Participants assisted
Participants supported into employment

1169
253
1614
60,046
4,825

Participants gaining qualifications

22,430

Participants in education / training

2,966

ESF

Figures for the SE Region

…back to top
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CCR City Deal update
Cardiff Capital Region’s City Deal is coming
to fruition.

as the new City Deal Programme Director.
The CCR Regional Cabinet now finds itself in
a position to fulfil its commitments.

In June, Transport for Wales announced that
joint venture KeolisAmey would be its
operator and delivery partner for the Wales
and Borders network and the South Wales
Metro.
The Metro will be built with £738million of
Cardiff Capital Region (CCR) City Deal
money – and is the cornerstone of the
£1.2billion programme.
The Metro will see more frequent services
and increased capacity on more trains,
underpinning the City Deal objectives of
achieving economic growth, more
opportunities for all, and increased physical
and digital connectivity.
With Keolis UK announcing it is to move its
headquarters from London to Wales, alone
with the creation of an Amey consultancy
hub, and the £100m new train depot opening
in Taffs Well, South East Wales is already
beginning to see the future benefits of this
historical project.

The five-year strategic plan to leverage
maximum economic and social benefits from
the CCR City Deal fund has been formally
approved by the members of all 10 local
authority partners.
This overwhelming support means that the
CCR Regional Cabinet will now be able to
release funding for the key regeneration
projects it had previously agreed to support
through the CCR Wider Investment Fund.

The governance of the CCR has also been
completed. After the establishment of the
CCR Economic Growth Partnership and CCR
Business Council at the start of the year,
Kellie Beirne, Deputy Chief Executive at
Monmouthshire Council, has been appointed

Last year, the CCR Regional Cabinet agreed
to invest £37.9 million to support the
development of a compound semiconductor
industry cluster in the region and in January
2018, it agreed to commit £40 million to
support in principle the £180 million Metro
Central Development.
More recently, the Cabinet has given its
backing to the Cardiff Council bid to house a
new headquarters for Channel 4.
…back to top
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Blas Lleol – Taste Local

Blas Lleol is a project which aims to connect
food producers with communities in south
east Wales. Cotyledon has a network of
food and craft markets in Caerphilly,
Newport and Monmouthshire and form part
of the match funding for the 3 year Blas lleol
project.
We were ambitious in our target setting:
1. Engage with 1300 stakeholders
2. Encourage participation of 60 farms and
holdings
3. Provide 10 training days for a total of 50
participants
4. Conduct 4 feasibility studies
5. Support 4 new business start-ups.
Cotyledon is pleased to be working with the
Regional Stakeholder group and happy to
share the results so far of our project.
Progress so far has seen:
 Over 650 stakeholders
 Engaged with 56 farms and holdings
participating in our activities,
 44 participants in training amounting to
16.6 days.
 We have started 3 feasibility studies
relating to overcoming barriers to markets
(see below).

we are learning from UK examples and
exploring the barriers preventing local meat
supply from reaching new markets.
A longitudinal study - engaging with
farmers on a regular basis to identify support
and other assistance needed. We signpost
to relevant organisations, host networking
evenings and build into our work plans,
additional research which may be of help.
We place continual emphasis on sourcing
local ingredients through short supply chains
for those engaged in food production.
The impacts made so far through Blas Lleol
are:
 Greater visibility and build-up of trust with
the farming communities
 5 or more farms and growers are
attending markets directly where the
baseline was nil
 Food vendors and connected trades are
sourcing their raw ingredients through
shorter supply chains – work in progress.
 2 smallholders have been connected with
contacts which has increased their market
reach
An unintended consequence of the project
has seen Cotyledon deliver the first (singleuse) plastic free market in Wales and
become the first market organiser in UK to
roll out the campaign to all of its markets –
assisting producers to overcome difficulties
of using single use plastic packaging.

New markets – Chepstow and Magor in
Monmouthshire are those currently in
development with the former now
established as a monthly, soon to be twice
monthly venue for 5 farms and growers.
Cutting room and abattoir facilities –
working with two farms and the RDP teams,

Jan Walsh Managing Director, Cotyledon
Business And Management CIC.

…back to top
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Brexit update
Thanks go to the WLGA and WEFO for their
input to the Brexit Update:
Future Regional Funding
The Welsh Government is continuing to
press ahead with plans on how replacement
funding would be used for regional
investment purposes in Wales in the future.
The Welsh Government has received a good
level of response from sectors and
organisations through its engagement
exercise so far (via events, published set of
suggested questions, and short online survey
etc). The engagement responses are now
being analysed by an independent contractor
and the Welsh Government expects to
publish an independent report in the summer
which will help inform next steps.

External Affairs and Additional Legislation
Committee.
Key messages from event were:
 A lack of clarity is impeding the ability of
LAs to plan
 Welsh LAs need to lobby London directly
 We might be leaving the EU but we’re not
leaving Europe…Welsh LAs need to
establish new partnerships and alliances
 The risks associated with Brexit need to
feature on LA’s corporate risk registers
If you are interested in the presentations from
the day (WLGA, Cardiff, Conwy,
Pembrokeshire, NAfW EAAL Committee,
Universities Wales) please contact the team.
Environment, Agriculture & Rural Affairs

WLGA Event
On 24th May, the WLGA held an event ‘Local
Government preparing for Brexit’ which
brought together the Brexit leads from Welsh
local authorities. The event included an ‘inhouse’ local government session, for LAs to
discuss how they are preparing for Brexit.
External partners from the health, private,
third and HE sectors then joined the event, to
talk about the key issues from their
perspectives and how they could potentially
work with LAs. In a political session, LAs
heard from Mark Drakeford AM, Welsh
Government Cabinet Secretary for Finance
and David Rees AM, Chair of the NAfW

The Welsh Government plans to launch a
consultation in late summer on future
agricultural and rural support in Wales post
Brexit. We will circulate further information
regarding this once available.
European Union (Withdrawal) Bill
On 24th April, the UK and Welsh
Governments reached an agreement on
changes to the EU Withdrawal Bill in the form
of an Intergovernmental Agreement on the
European Union (Withdrawal) Bill and the
Establishment of Common Frameworks.
This agreement would give powers to UK
Ministers to make regulations imposing
restrictions in devolved matters which can
last for 5 years once made. The implication
of this agreement is that UK Ministers could
continued…
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Brexit update (cont)
legislate within devolved matters without the
National Assembly for Wales’ consent until
March 2026. The Scottish Government has
rejected the latest offer. Mark Drakeford AM,
Welsh Government Cabinet Secretary for
Wales, said that should further concessions
be made in the ongoing discussion between
the UK and Scottish Governments, these
would apply to Wales (and N Ireland) too.
Welsh Government’s main concern was that
UK government would revert to the original
clause if at least one party did not agree to
the amendments being negotiated. This
would have meant all the progress made to
date would have been sacrificed.
At the time of writing The Bill has completed
its passage in the House of Lords and
amendments are bouncing between The
House of Commons and the Upper House.
This process, officially known as ‘Ping Pong’,
could continue for some time. It is likely that
this will make it extremely difficult for the
Government to meet their original intention
for the Bill to receive Royal Assent by the
summer recess.

The proposed UK Shared Prosperity Fund
At the ESI Funds PMC meeting held on 4th
May it was reported that the UK Government
is still aiming to launch a consultation on the
Shared Prosperity Fund as part of the
Autumn Statement in November and
understand that they will engage with
Devolved Administrations prior to the
consultation.
The WLGA’s main concerns regarding this
fund as follows:
 UK Government is not respecting
devolution i.e. that Economic Development
policy and funding is a devolved matter
thus any future replacement policy and
funding should be devolved to Wales.
 Engagement with Devolved
Administrations will be very late i.e. once
the UK Government has developed their
proposals.
 The proposals will fail to recognise the
different landscape in Wales and that the
rules of engagement for Wales to access
this central fund are not clear.
 No involvement of DWP or DEFRA and
alignment with UK Industrial Strategy
suggesting that this will be a competitive
capital fund, limited to ERDF type
interventions, thus not able to support
skills, employment or rural development
interventions that the current ESI Funds
are able to support, and favouring areas of
opportunity without any consideration of
the continued needs of deprived and
peripheral areas.
A key priority is to clarify the rules of
engagement for Wales to access this fund. It
remains unclear if the UK Government
intends to develop a UK Framework for
Regional Policy.

…back to top
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Europe Day
The 9th May was Europe Day and we celebrated the occasion at our ESF information event.
Here are some photos from the day:

…back to top

